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prove him wrong. His financial expedients, at which the opposition expressed such indignation, were aimed at making him independent of Parliament, until an unusual crisis demanded unusual expenditure. There was a chance that, before it arose, the benefits of Royal administration and the pressure of the Church would convert England to the King's point of view and weaken even the opposition in the House of Commons. The crisis came too soon; it was about to arise in Scotland; and it provided the opposition with a magnificent opportunity.
For a long time there had been talk of a new Prayer Book for Scotland. Charles spent years over its composition, months over the form of its printing. Laud gave his advice, the reluctant Scottish bishops were asked to revise it. Meanwhile Scotland decided how to resist its introduction. The best way was naturally to represent it as " Popish." When it appeared, there was little to justify such an accusation, and some men were even driven to point at the ornamental capitals which Charles had inserted in the text, as reminiscent of a monkish missal. And it was hard to meet Charles's plea for uniformity as an answer to the Papists' jeer at a Church which did not know its own mind. But it was easy to raise Presbyterian feeling against a book compiled by bishops, and national feeling against one concocted in London. Charles's real and unpardonable mistake was to unite against himself the spirit of Wallace and John Knox.
In the summer of 1637 some one tried to read the new service in St. Giles' Cathedral, and there was a riot. It is sad that accuracy compels one to reject the story of Jenny Geddes hurling her stool at the bishop and crying, " Will you read Mass in my lug ? " If a stool was thrown, it was probably by a shopkeeper's widow called Mrs. Mean. It was even suspected that some of her fellow-gossips were 'prentices disguised in skirts. They were put outside, and the service proceeded to the tune of splintering windows.

